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Abstract—For a commercial building or campus, the management of local energy production, storage, and consumption,
promises substantial gains in efficiency and reduced costs and
emissions. When facility managers are planning updates to
an existing building complex, they face a variety of options
for investment. This work targets to provide support for this
investment decision by performing a many-objective optimization
(MAO) of the system configuration considering initial investment
cost, running costs, CO2 emissions, and system resilience. In
our specific example the potential investment covers a photo
voltaic (PV) system, a stationary battery, and a heat storage. We
also consider potential changes to the operation of an existing
heat-power co-generation unit (CHP), by optimizing controller
parameters. The proposed system is simulated using a Modelicabased software environment. In this work we show the results of
our configuration optimization using the well-known NSGA-III
algorithm and also consider the problems of variable run-times of
the simulator on the optimization process especially for a parallel
execution of fitness evaluations on a computing cluster.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Large building complexes like a factory or a university
campus employ a variety of devices for the production, storage, and consumption of energy. Applications like heating,
ventilation, air-conditioning (HVAC), lighting, computers, and
many others often lead to substantial energy consumption and
corresponding energy bills. In recent years it has become
increasingly profitable to use local energy production and
storage methods like PV systems or batteries to increase
overall efficiency. Unfortunately, initial investments are often
very high and their impact or Return of Investment (ROI)
difficult to calculate, especially if multiple investments like
PV and battery have to be considered. Finally, there is often
a number of objectives to consider like the initial investment,
savings, CO2 emissions, or some comfort function.
In order to support the decision maker in finding the
most efficient choices according to their set of objectives we
propose a model-based many-objective optimization (MAO)
of potential investment configurations. For the example of our
office building we show how the combination of a detailed
simulation model and evolutionary optimization methods can
help us to better understand different investment options and
their interrelations.

In the course of the optimization we discovered that our
simulation tool exhibits a very large variation of run-times
depending on the tested configuration. It was therefore necessary to set a timeout to stop long-running simulations. We
also investigated the impact of this timeout on the optimization
process.
In the following we will first outline the system to be
optimized and the employed simulation system. Then we are
going to introduce the many-objective optimization approach,
with a very short introduction to the employed optimization
algorithm.
In the results section we will present the most interesting
configurations found and compare them to various baseline
solutions. Based on the hypervolume (HV) measure we assess
the performance of the optimizer on this problem, based on
a relatively small number of only 5 test runs due to very
long computation times of several days even with 35 parallel
evaluations on a computing cluster. We also investigate the
impact of variable timeout values. Finally, we summarize our
results and give an outlook on potential next steps.
A. Related work
While the field of energy systems has seen a number of
recent works and many-objective optimization is one of the
most active research fields in the community, the application
of many-objective optimization methods on practical problems
has been rarely published, even fewer on energy-related applications. We will therefore first summarize some recent results
from the MAO field in some practical applications, and then
describe some work on optimization of building structures.
1) Applications of many-objective optimization: There has
been a recent trend to apply many-objective optimization
methods on various real-world problems. One interesting application is on blast furnace optimization [1] where optimization is additionally supported by meta-modeling approaches.
An example of a totally different application field is telecommunications [2]. In a prior work we have compared a number
of many-objective optimization algorithms on a hybrid car
controller optimization task[3].
2) Building configuration optimization: Recently, buildings
have become the target of multi- and many-objective optimization projects. We have described some earlier work in [4], and
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more recent work can be found for example in [5], [6], [7].
Buildings are excellent applications targets for MAO projects
due to their long planning times, large investment costs, a
variety of relevant objectives, and strong potential savings.
II. S MART C OMPANY S YSTEM
The system under investigation is our company campus
which is currently extended by several modules for energy
production, storage, and smart control. In analogy to the term
’Smart Home’ which is often used to refer to private homes
with more efficient (smart) energy systems, we termed our
targeted new system ’Smart Company’ 1 . A major research
focus of the project is on the integration of electric mobility
and smart grids. However, in the current work we focus exclusively on building related energy, leaving potential synergies
with mobility devices like Electric Vehicles (EVs) or Fuel Cell
Vehicles (FCVs) for future work. A sketch of the planned
future state of the Smart Company system is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Layout of proposed Smart Company research environment.

A. Overview
Our research facility is an office building for around 200
employees with associated workshop and lab areas. It has
a typical energy load profile which peaks around noon due
to HVAC demands. The total energy bill including gas and
electricity is around 500,000 Euros per year with peak electricity loads above 500 kW. Over the last couple of years
we have monitored energy consumption in the building to
better understand optimization potentials. One initial analysis
showed that there is a constant demand of at least 200 kW
(mostly IT and HVAC) which led to the installation of a CHP
(co-generator for heat and power) with 200 kW electric and
300 kW heat output. Due to lower electricity generation costs,
higher overall efficiency and subsidies this investment showed
a good Return of Investment (ROI) value. Further studies
demonstrated a strong potential for additional savings in both
costs and CO2 emissions which will be used as options for
our configuration optimization.

B. Investment options
We have identified four promising areas for investment
that will define the space for the configuration optimization
presented here:
1) Large-scale PV (Photo Voltaic) system on company roof
or car-port
2) Extended thermal storage capacity mainly to provide
more flexibility in CHP operation
3) Electric storage capacity (stationary battery) to be able
to shift electric loads from high demand to low demand
periods (so called peak shaving) and to increase the selfconsumption rate of PV power
4) Optimization of CHP operation (controller settings)
C. Design parameters
We are using in total 8 independent parameters that specify
10 different characteristics of the system:
1) Inclination angle αP V , orientation angle βP V , and peak
output power (in kWp) of PV system P P eakP V
2) Capacity of a stationary battery storage system (in kWh)
EBatt
3) Minimum and maximum battery state-of-charge (SOC)
level SOCmin and SOCmax . Note that we do not consider battery aging at this point, which would likely lead
to a drive to more intermediate SOC levels. The controller charges the battery in times of excess (PV+CHP)
power and discharges when more power is needed than
we produce ourselves (this reduces grid load).
4) Total size of heat storage in m3 , Vstor (from this value
we alsop
derive the diameter of the heat storage dstor as
dsto = Vstor /3 )
5) Operation threshold of the CHP system. The generator
will only turn on if ambient temperature is below this
level. This was implemented to avoid too frequent on/off
switches (resulting in high maintenance costs) and is
realized by using an upper (uhigh ) and lower (ulow )
temperature threshold with a difference of 0.5 degrees
as ulow = uhigh − 0.5. The CHP is turned off when
ambient temperature exceeds uhigh and restarted when
it falls below ulow .
Please consult the following table for a list of minimum and
maximum values for all design parameters.
Parameter
αP V
βP V
P P eakP V
EBatt
SOCmin
SCOmax
Vstor
uhigh

Min
0.0
0.0
0
0
0%
50%
0.1 m3
12◦ C

Max
π/2
2π
1000 kW
1000 kWh
49%
100%
100 m3
22◦ C

D. Objectives
1 For

more information see
http://world.honda.com/worldnews/2017/4171205new-chargingtechnology.html.

The quality of an investment solution will depend on a number of factors. We have chosen the following four objectives,

but others like some indicator of user satisfaction or comfort
might also be relevant. Note that all prices are approximations
and are likely to vary substantially between countries and over
time.
1) Initial investment cost. Since a realistic estimation of
all costs is difficult we limit ourselves to the main
(hardware) purchasing costs: PV system (as a function
of peak power) CP V = 1000 EUR ·P P eakP V , battery
(total capacity) CBatt = 250 EUR ·EBatt , and finally
heat storage (volume) CHeatStor = 700 EUR ·Vstor .
Total investment cost is the sum of all module costs
(in EUR):
CInvest = CP V + CBatt + CHeatStor

(1)

2) Annual operation cost. This is the sum of grid electric
cost (CGridE ) minus reimbursements for feeding excess
electricity back to grid (CF eedIn ), gas consumption
(CGas ) from CHP and conventional boilers, peak electricity load (from the grid), and CHP maintenance cost
CCHP (which is proportional to the total operation hours
hCHP : CCHP = 4.3 EUR ·hCHP ). Total annual cost is
then (in EUR):
CAnnual = CGrid − CF eedIn + CGas + CP eak + CCHP
(2)
For gas we assume a price of cGas = 2.5 ct / kWh,
grid electricity costs of cEl = 11.6 ct / kWh (before
tax), and a feed-in tariff of cF eedIn = 7 ct / kWh.
The peak load cost is 76 Euros for each kW at the
highest energy load (averaged over a 15 min interval)
within the whole calendar year. All consumption values
are provided by the simulation tool. We note that based
on the first two objectives, the Return-of-Investment (as
Improved
Current
(CAnnual
− CAnnual
)/CInvest ) can be computed,
which is another commonly used objective.
3) Annual CO2 emissions. Reducing CO2 emissions is
a high-priority task. We therefore compute the combined CO2 from purchasing grid electricity emisgrid (at
500 g/ kWh, approximated data for Germany) and gas
emisgas (for CHP and boilers, at 185 g/kWh (thermal)),
based on simulated electricity and gas consumption.
Total CO2 emission is then (in g):
emistotal = emisgrid + emisgas

(3)

4) Resilience. The availability of local energy production
and electric storage capacity would allow a system
operation even in case of severe grid mal-functions.
This ability is termed resilience and in our specific case
refers to the duration the company could operate if no
grid power is available. Specifically we are using the
minimum of battery charging level BatLevel divided by
current grid load ELoad , over the complete simulation
period (one year). This represents a worst case scenario
(grid failure occurs at worst possible time). While not
very important in Germany, resilience is a very important

Objective
CInvest
CAnnual
emistotal
resi

Scaling factor
10−5
10−5
10−3
1

HV reference point value
100
10
10
0

TABLE I
S CALING FACTORS AND REFERENCE POINTS

objective in countries with unstable energy grids or those
with a large risk of severe natural disasters, like Japan.
The resulting resilience (in seconds) is then:

resi = min

BatLevel
ELoad


·

1
3600

(4)

The first three objectives are minimized, while resilience
is maximized (in practice we are multiplying resilience by
(-1)). Since the objectives exhibit a large variety in values
we decided to do a linear scaling of objectives for our
internal computation (in order to avoid numerical issues with
hypervolume calculation). Also we defined worst possible
values for all objectives which acted as reference values for
hypervolume (HV) computation and as objective values for
simulation runs that did not finish or crashed (note that these
use the already downscaled values). The values are shown in
Table I.
E. Simulation system
The evaluation of a system configuration is based on a
simulation using a commercial tool (SimulationX,[8]). The
tool is based on the Modelica [9] simulation language that
is well suited for simulation of complex systems in multiple
physics domains, for example heat and electricity as in our
example. An example view of the system graph can be seen
in Fig. 2. The model was built based on an analysis of
the real building and smart meter measurements of energy
consumption over several years.
The simulator provides selected output values, for example
the total energy consumption over the simulated period. An
example is shown in Fig. 3.
Due to the different seasons and their impact on various
modules (like amount of sunshine on the PV output and outside temperature on heating demand) we decided to simulate
a complete year (365 days).
In order to speed-up simulation and to open the option for
parallel evaluation of configurations (e.g. several simulations
running in parallel) we decided to use SimulationX’s code
export function that provides a single C-code executable. This
executable completes the simulation in around 1 - 5 minutes
for a complete year. However, as we will see later, computing
times vary substantially, with some runs taking more than 20
mins or never finishing at all. For those configurations we
are currently working with the tool developers to analyze the
cause of these long run-times.

ter adapted for problems with more than three objectives.
It employs Pareto-front ranking and reference-vector based
niching for maintaining diversity. We used the following set of
algorithmic parameters: µ = 35, λ = 35, InitStepSize = 0.03,
pCrossover = 0.9, CrossoverN = 20.0, MutationN = 20.0.
IV. R ESULTS
In this section we describe the results of the configuration
optimization task. We ran 5 test runs with different random
number seeds. Any simulation run that did not finish after
θ = 500s was terminated and worst possible objective values
were assigned to this configuration. Overall performance was
assessed using the HV indicator (with the above mentioned
worst possible objective values forming the reference point)
of the final population.
A. Baseline solutions
Fig. 2. SimulationX model of the Smart Company system.

Fig. 3. Example simulator output: electricity consumption (from grid in kW)
for the first two months of a year. Please note the weekday / weekend patterns.

III. O PTIMIZATION P ROBLEM D EFINITION
Based on the description above we can classify our task
as a many-objective optimization (MAO) with 8 parameters
and 4 objectives. In previous work [3] we have already
investigated four MAO algorithms for the optimization of a
hybrid car controller and found that different MAO algorithms
exhibit different performance qualities. We have performed
some initial tests with the four methods used in the above
publication, but found only NSGA-III [10] a viable solution.
RVEA [11] performance was rather poor, probably due to
the different ranges of objectives, while both SMS-EMOA
[12] and MOEA/D [13] are steady-state methods which can’t
be parallelized easily. For the latter two algorithms we are
estimating run-times for a single optimization in the range of
several weeks.
We use a population size of 35 individuals, 8 design
parameters and 4 objectives. The total number of function calls
was fixed at 10500 (i.e. 300 generations with 35 offspring
each). Please consult the original paper for an explanation
of algorithmic parameters. All design parameters were hard
limited to the range specified above. We use the simulated
binary crossover (SBX) [14] and the polynomial mutation [15]
operator.
The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm III [10] is
an extension of the popular NSGA-II algorithm [16], bet-

To assess results beyond hypervolume values we computed
objectives for some special configurations which might be of
interest.
1) Current configuration: The current configuration of the
building uses a 10 kWh peak PV system (southward orientation), no stationary battery, a heat storage of 1.3m3 and a CHP
threshold setting of 17◦ C. The corresponding parameter values
are found in table II under the column Current. Resulting
objectives are shown in table III. Obviously this solution has
minimum investment costs but also no resilience and rather
high annual costs and CO2 emissions.
2) Moderate expansion: This configuration represents a
moderate expansion by setting PV size, battery capacity, and
heat storage volume to intermediate values ((Max-Min)/2). The
battery is used at a range from 20 - 100% capacity. Inclination
and orientation angle of the PV system and CHP threshold
are the same as for the current configuration. Parameters and
objectives can be found in column Moderate. We see that with
an investment of 660,000 EUR, a reduction of annual costs by
around 66,000 EUR, and CO2 emissions by 219 tons / year
is possible compared to the current solution. Also the system
acquires a certain degree of resilience, being able to operate
on its own for 635 s in case of a grid failure.
3) Full set-up: The third configuration we analyze represents a maximum investment with the largest possible size of
PV system, battery, and heat storage. The remaining parameters are kept as before, except for battery SOC settings which
we set to the range 5 - 100%. Parameters and results are again
shown in Tables II and III in column Full. It is interesting to
see that doubling investments will not reduce annual costs and
CO2 emissions by a similar factor. Also resilience actually
decreases due to the lower minimum SOC level.
4) PV System of various sizes (initial vs running costs):
Starting from the current configuration we tested the impact
of different PV sizes on investment costs vs annual costs
and investment costs vs CO2 emissions. Since we found
that adding a very small (2kWh) battery system improves
simulator run-times we added this module, which should
have a negligible influence on investment and annual costs

Parameter
αP V
βP V
P P eakP V
EBatt
SOCmin
SCOmax
Vstor
uhigh

Current
0.61
π (south)
10 kWp
0
—
—
1.3 m3
17◦ C

Moderate
0.61
π (south)
500 kWp
500 kWh
20%
100%
50 m3
17◦ C

Full
0.61
π (south)
1000 kWp
1000 kWh
5%
100%
100 m3
17◦ C

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS .

Parameter
CInvest
CAnnual
emistotal
resi

Current
0.0 EUR
403,000 EUR
1745 t
0.0 s

Moderate
660,000 EUR
337,251 EUR
1526 t
635 s

Full
1,320,000 EUR
288239 EUR
1398 t
340 s

TABLE III
O BJECTIVES OF DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS .

and CO2 emissions. We computed objectives with different
parameter settings for PV peak power (from 100 - 1000 kWp
in steps of 100 kWp) and show the results in Fig. 4.

Optimizer
NSGA-III

Run1
3.39

Run2
5.36

Run3
3.44

Run 4
5.40

Run 5
5.38

TABLE IV
M AXIMUM HYPERVOLUME VALUES FOR DIFFERENT RUNS

costs. It seems that at least until 600 kWp, PV power can
be used very efficiently (high self-consumption) and even
beyond 600 kWp a PV system provides substantial reductions
in annual costs and CO2 emissions.
B. Results of MAO
Now we take a look at the results of the various optimization
runs.
1) Hypervolume: On of the main quality indicators for a
many-objective optimization run is the maximum hypervolume
(after 10,500 function calls in our case). We are using the
scaled down objective values (see Tab I). Tab. IV shows results
for different runs (random seeds).
We observe a substantial variety in hypervolume values
which indicates that our application problem is rather difficult
to solve.
In Fig. 5 we plot hypervolume values over time for all 5
runs. NSGA-III reaches its maximum value after about 150
generations (in 4/5 runs even after 50 generations), so that it
is probably sufficient to run 5000 evaluations only.

Fig. 5. Hypervolume over generation number for NSGA-III with in total
10,500 iterations.

Fig. 4. Top: Annual costs vs investment costs for different PV system sizes.
Bottom: Annual CO2 emissions vs investment costs for different PV system
sizes.

Due to the small battery size in the system, resilience
is almost zero. We are also using the standard settings for
PV system inclination and orientation. As expected costs and
CO2 emission decrease with investment cost. Surprising is the
almost linear relation between investment costs and annual

2) Overview of solutions: To get a better idea of the
distribution of solutions we plot all final solutions from all
runs in a parallel coordinate plot (Fig. 6) of all objectives. Note
that due to the large variations in ranges for parameters and
objectives we only show scaled objectives and omit a parallel
coordinate plot of parameters. The final solutions show a wide
spread in initial investment but a substantially lower variation
in annual costs and CO2 emissions. This is probably due to
a large energy consumption which can’t be reduced by any of
the considered measures.
We also want to take a look at parameter values. For
this we plot histograms of selected parameters. For three
exemplary parameters histograms are shown in Fig. 7. For
the PV system we note the dominant southward orientation

Fig. 6. Parallel coordinate plot of objectives
Objective
CInvest
CAnnual
emistotal
resi

Best
192,000 Euros
288,000 Euros
1392 t
3385 s

Worst
1,318,000 Euros
388,000 Euros
1697 t
0.06 s

TABLE V
M IN AND MAX OBJECTIVE VALUES OVER ALL FOUND SOLUTIONS

(βP V ≈ π). In contrast to this for battery size EBatt we
see a strong trend towards the extreme ranges, but also many
intermediate values (however more solutions using the lower
half of the permitted range of battery capacities). For the CHP
temperature threshold uhigh values are widely distributed. It
seems that there is no single optimal value.
Also we look at the min and maximum values for all
objectives over all final solutions from all runs. The results
are shown in Table V.
C. Comparison to baseline solutions
When we compare our found solutions to the baseline
configurations we see that even the worst found values for
objectives 2 - 4 are better than for the current configuration.
Best values for annual cost and CO2 emissions correspond to
the results from the Full extension.
When we compare our optimization results to the pure PV
system, we see that the optimization approaches the value
from the PV system for the relation of CInvest with CAnnual
and emistotal , see Fig. 8. The basic configurations Current
and Full form the extreme ends of the Pareto front (for two
objectives), while Moderate is clearly outperformed by both
optimized and pure PV solutions.
Interestingly, the addition of a PV systems seems to the
best option in terms of objectives 1 - 3 (without an additional
battery there is no resilience). Not surprisingly the current
settings for the PV system are probably quite good (they were
chosen by an expert), but what is surprising is the unability to
derive much of a benefit from an extra stationary battery and
heat storage. We believe that this is due to a control strategy
that is not suitable. For example there is so little excess energy
production that the battery is almost never charged. Looking
at Fig. 9 we see that in even summer the battery is rarely

Fig. 7. Histograms of parameter values of all final solutions from all runs.
Top: PV orientation βP V , middle Battery size EBatt , bottom CHP threshold
uhigh .

charged and therefore unable to shave peaks or increase selfconsumption of PV power.
The conclusion from the analysis is that without improved
controller strategies there is no substantial benefit of adding
heat and battery storage capacity. The analysis has also shown
that current settings of PV orientation and inclination, plus
CHP temperature threshold settings are already good. The
main benefit of a stationary battery system would be in an
increased resilience. If this targeted minimum SOC values
need to be set high. Also it seems that the optimization is
struggling to find optimal solutions as can for example be
seen in Fig. 7 for the PV system orientation. We don’t see
any reason for values very far away from the optimal value
(π / southward). For small PV systems the impact would be
limited, but still a PV system directed north (as selected for a

200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, and 1000 s. All tests
were done on the same computing hardware with a single run
only.
Fig. 10 shows the result, as final hypervolume over timeout
value. Except for the shortest timeout value (100s) results
are in the same range as we have also seen in the 5 runs
for 500 s timeout values. There is no clear trend towards
larger hypervolume values with increasing threshold, which
indicates that setting a lower threshold (and therefore speeding
up the optimization) might be beneficial. We will investigate
this aspect more thoroughly in future work.
It is also interesting to look at the distribution of runtimes for two example runs (100 s time-limit and 500 s
time limit). As we see in Fig 11 even for a timeout of 100s
more than 6500 out of 10500 simulation runs finish, while
for a 500s threshold almost 8000 out of 10500 runs are
completed in time. Interestingly for the 500s threshold almost
all simulation runs finish after the 100s limit. This suggests
that the optimization also optimizes for configurations that run
faster. Whether this is a positive or negative side effect needs
to be analyzed further. The fastest simulation finished after
54 s, while some runs could not finish even with a 1000s
threshold.
Fig. 8. Comparison of results of optimization with pure PV system investment. Top: Annual cost over initial investment, bottom CO2 emissions over
initial investment.

Fig. 10. Final hypervolume over total computation time for different threshold
settings between 100s and 1000s (from left to right).
Fig. 9. Battery state of charge (SOC, red) and charging / discharging power
(green) for a number of days in summer.

V. S UMMARY AND O UTLOOK
few configurations) is clearly suboptimal. Whether this might
improve with more generations has to be evaluated.
D. Impact of timeout on solutions
For some configurations the time it takes to simulate one
year might be excessively large. In order not to waste valuable computing power on a single solution, we decided to
implement a timeout after θ = 500s. This would substantially
speed-up the computation but might also interfere with the
optimization process. Assuming that run-times are correlated
with certain features of the configuration (most likely frequent
switch events like CHP on/off), run-time and some objectives
might be correlated. We therefore investigated the impact of
different θ values on hypervolume. We tested θ values of 100,

We have demonstrated for the example case of a mediumsized company building how an optimization of the configuration of different extension modules can help to better
understand savings potentials and necessary trade-offs. Our
optimization problem consisted of 8 parameters and 4 objectives, but we see no principal limit for extending to larger
number of objectives and more extension options.
So far we have only used a single optimization algorithm,
NSGA-III, which showed promising results. Based on our
current findings we want to test other optimizers by making
use of the insights found in this work, for example lower
number of evaluations per run and lower threshold values.
An interesting peculiarity of our simulator is that depending
on parameters, run-times vary between 54 s and more than
1000 s. Due to this it actually makes sense to interrupt runs

Fig. 11. Histograms of runtimes for NSGA-III with a timeout of 500s (top)
and 100s (bottom). Note that a few solutions finish within less than 1 s,
these are failed runs that are produced by an exit of the simulator during
initialization.

after a fixed time. Interestingly we found that for intermediate
threshold values the results after 10,500 runs are not only
available much faster, but are actually as good as those
for longer timeout values. Whether this is due to random
variations or an interesting effect (it is possible that features
that cause longer simulation times are also detrimental to
overall performance) has to be evaluated in future work.
In the future, we also plan to the extend the system by
converting objectives into desirabilities [17], [18] in order
to simplify the visualization and selection of solutions. Also
we will consider methods to speed up the computation for
example surrogate models [?] or optimized time-out settings.
Finally we plan to investigate preference-based methods as in
[3] in order to better integrate the decision maker into the
process.
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